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Abstract. An access control model for Semantic Web should take the
semantic relationships among the entities, defined in the abstract con-
ceptual level (i.e., ontology level), into account. Authorization and policy
specification based on a logical model let us infer implicit security poli-
cies from the explicit ones based on the defined semantic relationships in
the domains of subjects, objects, and actions. In this paper, we propose a
logic based access control model for specification and inference of history-
constrained access policies in conceptual level of Semantic Web. The
proposed model (named TDLBAC-2) enables authorities to state policy
rules based on the history of users’ accesses using a temporal descrip-
tion logic called DLRUS. The expressive power of the model is shown
through seven different patterns for stating history-constrained access
policies. The designed access decision algorithm of the model leverages
the inference services of DLRUS, which facilitates the implementation of
an enforcement system working based on the proposed model. Sound in-
ference, history-awareness, ability to define access policies in conceptual
level, and preciseness are the main advantages of the proposed model.

1 Introduction

A proper access control model for a semantic-aware environment like Semantic
Web should consider the semantic relationships among entities in the subject,
object, and action domains. The relationships are defined as ontologies in Se-
mantic Web, and should be utilized in inferring the authorized accesses from the
explicit policy rules. On the other hand, considering the history of accesses may
be important in access control in many modern applications such as e-banking
systems. To consider these two aspects, we propose an access control model based
on a temporal description logic (DLRUS).

An access control model named as SBAC (Semantic Based Access Control) is
introduced in [1] for Semantic Web, with the aim of taking semantic relationships
into account . The SBAC model is extended in [2] to express policies with con-
straints on history of users’ accesses in the past. TDLBAC in [3] tries to remove
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two limitations of this extension. The first one is its restriction to the policies
at the level of individuals. Therefore, security authorities are unable to state
policies at the concept level. The second limitation is that the extension utilizes
a formal language without proof theory that is only used for stating policy con-
straints. TDLBAC improves this model through a logical framework. Expressing
security policy rules is possible using a logic-based language in TDLBAC.

Logic-based access control has many advantages including abstraction from
implementation, expressiveness, and verifiability [4,5]. For Semantic Web, using
logic can help to infer implicit authorized accesses from defined policies based on
defined relationships among entities. On the other hand, description logic (DL)
has always been considered as the foundation of Semantic Web for definition,
integration, and maintenance of ontologies [6]. Accordingly, DL is chosen as a
basis for proposing an access control model for Semantic Web in TDLBAC.

The other aspect in designing TDLBAC is access control with constraints
on history of users’ accesses. DLs in their standard forms are unable to state
dynamic aspects. In order to state the history constrained policies, a temporal
extension of a DL, named T L-ALCF is used in TDLBAC. The underlying logic
in TDLBAC (T L-ALCF) limits it to expression of a special pattern of policy
rules with history based constraints. In this paper, we improve TDLBAC by
changing the underlying logic to DLRUS , which enables us to express various
patterns of policy rules with constraints on history of accesses.

The proposed model in this paper is named TDLBAC-2. The model is intro-
duced with its components and the procedure for storing the history of users’
accesses. The access control algorithm is designed based on the inference services
of DLRUS . It enables us to discuss the complexity of the algorithm based on the
inference services. It will be also helpful in implementation of the model using
an available theorem prover for the DLRUS logic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, TDLBAC-2 is
introduced with its components, and the patterns for definition of security rules.
Section 3 explains the access control procedure. Section 4 is a brief discussion on
the complexity of the access control algorithm. Section 5 evaluates TDLBAC-2
focusing on its comparison with TDLBAC. Section 6 reviews the related work
to the paper, and section 7 concludes the paper.

2 TDLBAC-2

2.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce the employed logic, DLRUS . It is a temporal
description logic proposed by Artale et al. in [7], [8]. The logic is based on the
decidable DL, DLR. There are efficient and complete algorithms for this logic
which are used in the real applications. Considering the desirable characteristics
of DLR, Artale et al. tried to add the temporal extension to this logic.

DLRUS is designed as a combination of DLR and propositional linear tempo-
ral logic with the operators Since and Until. In this logic, temporal operators are
applied to all syntactical expressions including concepts, relations and schemas.
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The previous attempts for adding temporal aspect include weaker languages in
the family of DLs which contain only binary relations. In DLRUS , the flow of
time, T = 〈Tp, <〉, in which Tp is a set of temporal points, and < is a binary
relation over Tp, is considered to be equivalent to 〈Z, <〉. Each time point is
representative of a time interval (between this point and the next one.)

DLR is the non-temporal fragment of DLRUS . For entity and relation ex-
pressions, it includes all the Boolean expressions, as well as the selection and
projection expressions. The selection expression Ui/n : E states an n-ary rela-
tion in which the argument Ui is of type E. The parameter name can be used
instead of stating its position. The projection expression (∃≶k

[j]R)I(t) is a pro-
jection of the relation R over its jth argument with respect to the cardinality
relation (≶ k). The basic syntactical types in DLRUS include concepts and n-
ary relations for n ≥ 2. The semantics of DLRUS includes the temporal models,
which are the triples I .=

〈
T , ΔI , .I(t)

〉
. ΔI is a nonempty set of objects (the

domain of I) and .I is an interpretation function such that for every t ∈ T ,
every concept E, and every n-ary relation R, EI(t) ⊆ ΔI and RI(t) ⊆ (ΔI)n.
In the following you can see a part of the syntax and semantic of DLRUS as
used in the design of TDLBAC-2. The intuitive meanings of ♦+, ♦−, and ⊕ are
“sometime in the future”, “sometime in the past”, and “at the next moment”.
Note that 
n is the top n-ary relation.

(
n)I(t) ⊆ (ΔI)n, RI(t) ⊆ (
n)I(t), (¬R)I(t) ⊆ (
n)I(t)\RI(t)

(Ui/n : E)I(t) =
{
〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ (
n)I(t)|di ∈ EI(t)

}

(♦+R)I(t) = {〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ (
n)I(t)|∃v > t.(〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ RI(v))}
(⊕R)I(t) = {〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ (
n)I(t)| 〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ RI(t+1)}

(♦−R)I(t) = {〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ (
n)I(t)|∃v < t.(〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ RI(v))}

(∃
≶k

[j]R)I(t) =
{

d ∈ 
I(t)|#{〈d1, ..., dn〉 ∈ RI(t)|dj = d} ≶ k
}

2.2 Overall TDLBAC-2 Model Description

TDLBAC-2 is an access control model based on the temporal description logic
DLRUS . The model includes two main DL components; TBox and ABox.

TBox contains statements expressing properties and relationships among en-
tities. Considering the nature of subsumption relationship which is the essential
operator in TBox, this component has a lattice structure [9]. ABox includes
assertions about the real world instances.

Since TDLBAC-2 is a history based access control model, it contains two
essential components from the “history based access control” point of view:

1. History Base (HB): contains the history of previous accesses. HB is stored
as a part of ABox.

2. History-based Policy-Base (HPB): is a set of security policy rules with con-
straints on history of accesses. The rules of HPB are stored in TBox.
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2.3 Model Terminology

In TDLBAC-2, the axioms related to the domain are stored in TBox. The ax-
ioms include the definition of different concepts, in addition to their semantic
relationships. TBox contains three hierarchies of concepts:

1. Subjects: Instances of these concepts are potential active users/agents/
webservices that require to access the objects.

2. Objects: Instances of these concepts can be accessed by subjects.
3. Actions: Instances of these concepts identify different access types.

Each security rule is defined as a logical relation and is stored in TBox. Security
rules are defined by specifying the sorts of the subjects that have permission
of a special type of access on the specific objects. In TDLBAC-2, security rules
are defined as ternary relations among subjects, objects and access types. To
specify the type of each access parameter, the selection operator (Ui/n : E) in
DLRUS is utilized. The selection operator states an n-ary relation that one of
its parameters, called Ui(i ≤ n) is of type E. Using this operator, we can specify
the types of the three parameters of a security rule. The pattern for defining
security rules in TDLBAC-2 is as follows:

(policy-rule)i ≡ (PS1/3 : SType)  (PO2/3 : OType)  (PA3/3 : AType)

In this pattern, (policy-rule)i is a name given to the defined security rule.
SType is a concept in the hierarchy of subjects, OType is a concept in the
objects hierarchy, and AType belongs to the actions hierarchy.

TDLBAC-2 is an access control model which allows stating the history con-
strained policy rules. Therefore, in TDLBAC-2, there is a history of accesses
similar to the policy rules. Each access logged in the history is a ternary relation
between specific types of subjects, objects, and actions. To define the types of an
access parameters, the selection operator (Ui/n : E) is utilized in the access def-
inition. The parameters of accesses are named as AS, AO, and AA. The pattern
for access definition in TDLBAC-2 is as follows:

accessi ≡ (AS1/3 : SType)  (AO2/3 : OType)  (AA3/3 : AType)

accessi is a name given to the logged access. In this paper, we simply only use the
name of the argument and omit the indexes (for example, AS instead of AS1).

2.4 Ground Assertions

In a DL based system, ground assertions are stored in ABox. These facts are
grouped into three categories in TDLBAC-2:

– The assertions which state correspondence of instances to the concepts de-
fined in subjects, objects, and actions hierarchies.

– The assertions which state the users’ previous accesses and are stored in
HB as a part of ABox. These assertions are utilized for checking the history
based constraints of security policy rules in the access control procedure.
These assertions are added to ABox after granting each request.
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– The assertions which are related to the type of requester in each request.
They are added to ABox based on the certificates that the requester attaches
to her request. This is discussed in Section 3 in details.

2.5 Security Policy Rules Definition

TDLBAC-2 allows security authorities to define history constrained policy rules.
These rules specify the authorized types of subjects, objects, and actions, as well
as the constraints defined over the previous accesses. In most of the access con-
trol systems based on the history of accesses (like e-government systems), the
constraints are enforced on the history of subjects’ accesses. For instance, con-
sider a security rule which gives the right of attending in the second round of
the election to those who have voted in the first round. The idea of expressing
history constrained policy rules in TDLBAC-2 is stating the history based con-
straint of the rule besides the permitted type of the subject. The history based
constraints are stated using the operators defined in the syntax of DLRUS logic.
The operator which is utilized the most in stating the history constrained policy
rules is ♦− . The informal meaning of this operator is “sometime in the past”.

To limit the subjects of a security rule to those who had a special access in
past, the projection expression is used. As seen in the semantics, the interpre-
tation of the projection expression is a set of instances for which the number
of relations of type R having these instances as their ith argument, satisfies the
specified relation with k (equals, less than or greater than). This operator can
be used to specify the number and type of users’ accesses.

2.6 Patterns of History Constrained Policy Rules

The main purpose of this paper is investigation into the specification of history
constrained policies in conceptual level using DLRUS . Therefore, in this section,
different patterns to define possible security policy rules in TDLBAC-2 (based
on DLRUS) are introduced:

Pattern 1. Pattern 1 is used to state the rules which authorize those users who
had special accesses in the past. In the other words, special accesses have been
registered by these users in the history base (HB). The pattern of stating such
policy rules is as follows:

(policy-rule)i≡(PS/3:(SType�♦−∃�1[AS](accesssi)))�(PO/3:OType)�(PA/3:AType)

(policy-rule)i is a policy rule that gives the SType users, the permission of AType
accesses to objects of type OType with the constraint of having an access of type
accessi in the past. The constraint on the existing an access of type accessi is
defined by (♦−∃�1[AS](accessi)) in this rule. This condition is conjuncted to the
other condition of the subject on its type (i.e., SType). To clarify the meaning,
let’s take a look at the semantics of the history based constraint in this pattern:
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(♦−∃�1[AS]accessi)I(t) =
{
d ∈ (
)I(t)|∃v < t.d ∈ (∃�1[AS]accessi)

I(v)
}

=
{
d ∈ (
)I(t)|∃v < t.#

{
〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (accessi)I(v)|dAS = d

}
� 1

}

Interpretation of the constraint at time t contains instances (in the domain of
I) which are the AS argument of one or more relations of type accessi in a time
point less than t.

As an example of this pattern, suppose the security rule in a second round
election which gives the permission of voting to the residents of the country
(instances of type resident). Moreover, the right of voting is limited to those
who have voted in the first round. The security policy rule for this election can
be stated as follows:

vote-policy-2nd ≡ PS/3:(Resident ♦−∃�1[AS](vote-1st))
PO/3:election-system PA/3:vote

vote-1st is a relation which specifies the type of an access. Regarding this policy
rule, a requester is authorized, if he/she is the AS argument (subject) of an
access of type vote-1st, which can be defined in TBox as follows:

vote-1st ≡ AS/3:resident  AO/3:election-system AA/3:vote

Pattern 2. Pattern 2 is used to state the policy rules which authorize the
subjects who had a given number of accesses of special type.

(policy-rule)i≡PS/3:(SType�∃≶n[AS](♦−accessi)) �PO/3:OType�PA/3:AType

The cardinality in the projection expression is utilized to express the limitation
on the number of accesses (equals, less than, or greater than a given number).
To clarify, let us take a look at the semantics of the constraint in this pattern:

(∃≶n[AS](♦−accessi))I(t) =
{
d ∈ (
)I(t)|#

{
〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (♦−accessi)I(t)|dAS = d

}
≶ n

}
=

{

d ∈ (
)I(t)|#
{

〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (
3)I(t)|∃v < t.

〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (accessi)I(v) ∧ dAS = d

}

≶ n

}

For example, the permission of taking the entrance exam can be given to those
who took it less than “y” times.

Pattern 3. Pattern 3 is used to state the policy rules which give the permission
to the subjects who had accesses in some time interval in the past for specified
number of times. As mentioned in “Preliminaries” section, time in DLRUS is
considered as a partial order, T = 〈Tp, <〉, in which Tp is a set of time points.
Moreover, each time point is representative of a time interval defined in the logic
semantics. The pattern for stating such policy rules is as follows:

(policy-rule)i≡PS/3:(SType�♦−∃≶n[AS](accessi))�PO/3:OType�PA/3:AType
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To clarify, let us take a look at the semantics of the constraint defined in the
above rules:

(♦−∃≶n[AS]accessi)I(t) =
{
d ∈ (
)I(t)|∃v < t.d ∈ (∃≶n[AS]accessi)

I(v)
}

=
{
d ∈ (
)I(t)|∃v < t.#

{
〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (accessi)I(v)|dAS = d

}
≶ n

}

So an authorized subject has been the subject of a special kind of relations
(actions) for more or less than a specified number of times in a specific time
interval (the time point v is representative of this interval) . As an example, we
can state a policy rule which gives the permission of undertaking a special kind
of projects to those, who have the record of doing more than two projects in a
year (in a model that each time point is representative of a year).

Pattern 4. Pattern 4 is used to state the policy rules which give a permission
to ones who had accesses in some consecutive intervals. The pattern is as follows:

(policy-rule)i ≡ PS/3:(SType  ♦−(∃�1[AS]accessi  ∃�1[AS] ⊕ accessj
∃�1[AS] ⊕⊕accessk  ...))  PO/3:OType PA/3:AType

accessi, accessj, and accessk are representatives of three accesses in three consec-
utive intervals in the past. The semantics of the constraint on history of accesses
in this pattern is as follows:

(♦−(∃�1[AS]accessi  ∃�1[AS] ⊕ accessj  ∃�1[AS] ⊕⊕accessk))I(t) =
{

d∈(�)I(t)|∃v<t.d∈(∃�1[AS]accessi�∃�1[AS]⊕accessj�∃�1[AS]⊕⊕accessk)I(v)
}

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
d∈(�)I(t)|∃v<t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

#{〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (accessi)I(v)|dAS = d} � 1

∧#{〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (accessj)I(v+1)|dAS = d} � 1

∧#{〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈ (accessk)I(v+2)|dAS = d} � 1

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

The pattern is extensible for more consecutive intervals in a similar way. As
an example, using this pattern, we can define a policy rule which gives the
permission of using insurance services to those, who have paid the insurance fee
for at least three consecutive months.

Pattern 5. Pattern 5 is used to state the policy rules which give permission to
those who had special accesses with a certain order in the past.

(policy-rule)i ≡ PS/3:(SType ♦−(∃�1[AS]accessi  ♦+∃�1[AS]accessj))
PO/3:OType PA/3:AType

In this pattern, the history constraint is defined over the subjects, in the way
that it should be the instance of two access types, accessi and accessj. Moreover,
the accessi instance should precede the accessj instance. By nesting the ♦+ and
♦− operators in this way, we can provide the concept of precedence relation
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between the accesses in the past, since ♦+ shows “sometime in the future”,
relative to “sometime in the past”, which is provided by ♦−. Let us take a look
at the semantics of the constraint on the history of accesses in this pattern:

(♦−(∃�1[AS]accessi ♦+∃�1[AS]accessj))I(t) =
{

d ∈ (
)I(t)|∃v < t.d ∈ (∃�1[AS]accessi  ♦+∃�1[AS]accessj)I(v)
}

=
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

d ∈ (
)I(t)|∃v < t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

#

{
〈dAS , dAO, dAA〉 ∈
(accessi)I(v)|dAS = d

}

� 1 ∧ ∃v < w.

#

{
〈d,

AS , d,
AO, d,

AA〉 ∈
(accessj)I(w)|d,

AS = d

}

� 1

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

As an example of this pattern, access to the electronic payment page of a banking
system is allowable, only if the client has accessed an online store, and then
inserted the information of her credit card.

Meta Pattern 6. Definition of different accesses separately may cause TBox
to be extremely large in some systems. Meta pattern 6 is a method to alleviate
this problem. We explain this pattern with its application to pattern 3:

(policy-rule)i ≡ PS/3:(SType  ∃≶n♦−[AS](accesssi  AS/3:S′′Type
AO/3:O′′Type  AA/3:A′′Type))  PO/3:OType PA/3:AType

accessi ≡ AS/3:S′Type  AO/3:O′Type  AA/3:A′Type

In this pattern, accessi is defined as an access with general types of access
parameters. In the definition of (policy-rule)i, the types of subject, object, and
action are defined more specifically. In this pattern, the relation between S′′Type,
O′′Type, and A′′paType with S′Type, O′Type, and A′Type is as follows:

(S′′Type  S′Type �= ∅) ∧ (O′′Type  O′Type �= ∅) ∧ (A′′Type  A′Type �= ∅)

This way, we can save the volume of the ontology related to the definition of
accesses. This meta pattern can be similarly applied to other patterns too. For
example, consider the action of repaying a loan in a banking system as follows:

repay-loan ≡ AS/3:account-holder AO/3:loan AA/3:repay

Now, consider a security rule, which gives the permission of getting the secured
loan to those who already repaid at least three unsecured loans. The security
loan policy rule can be defined as follows:

secured-loan-policy ≡ PS/3 : (account-holder  ♦−∃�3[AS](repay-loan
AO/3 : unsecured-loan))  PO/3:secured-loan PA/3:get

“AO/3 : unsecured-loan” expresses the relations in which the AO parameter is
of type unsecured-loan. This condition is conjuncted to the “repay-loan” access
type, which is itself a relation.
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Meta Pattern 7. Meta Pattern 7 is used to state the negation of history based
constraints. The pattern might be applied to patterns 1 to 4 as follows:

– Applying pattern 7 to pattern 1 is as follows:

(policy-rule)i≡PS/3:(SType�¬♦−∃�1[AS](accessi))�PO/3:OType�PA/3:AType

For example, using this pattern, we can state the policy rule which gives the
permission of getting the loan to those who have not already got any loan.

– Applying pattern 7 to pattern 2 is as follows:

(policy-rule)i≡PS/3:(SType�¬∃≶n[AS](♦−accessi))�PO/3:OType�PA/3:AType

As an example of this pattern, we can mention a policy rule, which gives
the permission of registration in an education system to those who have not
already registered more than 11 times in the system.

– Applying pattern 7 to pattern 3 is as follows:

(policy-rule)i≡PS/3:(SType�¬♦−∃≶n[AS](accessi))�PO/3:OType�PA/3:AType

As an example, consider a rule in a banking system, based on which only
those who have not withdrawn from their accounts more than five times in
any of the previous years can fill loan application forms.

– Applying pattern 7 to pattern 4 is as follows:

(policy-rule)i ≡ PS/3:(SType  ¬♦−∃�1[AS](accessi  ⊕accessj  ⊕...))
PO/3:OType  PA/3:AType

For example, consider a rule in an education system for students who want
to register as teaching assistantships. This rule might restrict the permission
to those who did not pass two consecutive terms with GPA lower than 16.

To clarify the meaning of pattern 7, the semantics of the history constraint
(¬∃�n[AS](♦−accessi)) in application of this pattern to pattern 2 is formalized:

(¬∃≶n[AS](♦−accessi))
I(t) = 
I(t)\(∃≶n[AS](♦−accesssi))

I(t) =


I(t)\
{

d ∈ 
I(t)|#{〈d1,...,dn〉 ∈ (♦−accesssi)I(t)|dAS = d} ≶ n
}

=


I(t)\
{

d ∈ 
I(t)|#{〈d1,...,dn〉 ∈ (
n)I(t)|∃v < t. 〈d1,...,dn〉 ∈ (accesssi)I(v)

∧dAS = d} ≶ n

}

The permission is given to those who did not have ≶ n access(es) of type accessi.

3 Access Control Procedure

A formal procedure for handling an access request in TDLBAC-2 is as follows.
An access request is interpreted as a triple (sr,or,ar), where sr is the subject of

the request, or is the object , and ar is the requested access type. Two conditions
should be satisfied for applicability of a security rule in HPB to a request:
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– Type Compatibility Condition: The types of the access request param-
eters should be compatible with the types of the parameters specified in the
the policy rule. Suppose, scr, ocr, and acr are the types of the subject, object,
and action parameters in the request, and scp, ocp, and acp are the types of
the corresponding parameters in the policy rule. A policy rule is applicable
to an access request, if: scr � scp ∧ ocr � ocp ∧ acr � acp

In other words, the types of the parameters in the request should be sub-
sumed by the types of the corresponding parameters in the security rule.

– History Constraint: The history constraint in the policy rule definition
should be satisfied w.r.t. the facts inserted to the history base.

In the following, we first discuss how to store the history of accesses. Then, the
proposed algorithm for access control is described. To clarify the whole proce-
dure, an example is used.

Example: Consider an election system in a country. The election-system is a
concept in the objects hierarchy in TBox. This concept has an instance in each
city which can be accessed via the web. Suppose that the system is used in a
presidential election in the second round. The security rule is to limit the voters
to a group of the residents who voted in the first round. Resident is a concept
in the subjects hierarchy. The security rule can be stated in HPB as follows:

vote-policy-2nd ≡ PS/3:(resident  ♦−∃�1
[AS](vote-1st))  PO/3:election-system  PA/3:vote

The concept of vote-1st is defined in TBox as follows:

vote-1st ≡ AS/3:resident  AO/3:election-system AA/3:vote

3.1 Storing the History of Accesses in HB

To describe the process of storing the history of accesses in HB, we use the
election system example. The requests for voting in the first round are processed
with respect to the security rules in HPB. For every request granted by the
system, the facts related to the corresponding access will be inserted to ABox.

Suppose that “John Day” has a request for voting in the first round of presi-
dential election in an instance of the election-system concept, named as election-
sub20. The request is granted after being processed by the access control system.
The next step is to store the access in HB. To store the access with its parame-
ters, this statement is inserted to ABox: vote-1st(12345,election-sub20,v1,t1). v1

is an instance of the vote action which is delivered to the system as a parameter
of the request. The point is that we have UNA (Unique Name Assumption) for
subjects in TDLBAC-2, similar to the case in TDLBAC. Therefore, the unique-
ness of the subjects in storing and retrieving is guaranteed. For instance, in the
example of the election system, the national ID of people is used for this pur-
pose. In the stored statement, 12345 is considered as John’s national ID. The
parameter t1 in the stored statement is the time of granting the access request.
Using this parameter in storing an instance in ABox is necessary in DLRUS .
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Generally speaking, suppose that acc is the name of the relation related to
the performed access, and sr, or, and ar are the instances forming the subject,
object, and action parameters of the access request respectively. To store the
access occurred in t1, this statement is inserted to ABox: acc(sr,or,ar,t1). Using
this technique, each access could be distinguished by its four parameters in ABox.

3.2 Access Control Algorithm

To clarify the proposed algorithm, we continue with the election system example.
Suppose that “John Day” wants to vote in the second round of the presidential
election. Instances of the object and action are known in the server side. However,
all the potential users are not known by the access control system. Subject iden-
tification is based on the certificates that the user attaches to her request. The
system is able to map the requester to the concepts in the hierarchy of subjects
using the delivered certificates. For instance, ”John Day” might be mapped to
the resident concept by one of his certificates, and to the graduate concept by the
other one. It is important that a unique certificate be included in the attached
certificates, so that UNA can be satisfied. Corresponding statements are inserted
to ABox to be used in the access control procedure. For example, using 12345
as John’s national ID, the statements resident(12345,t2) and graduate(1234,t2)
are inserted to ABox before starting the access control procedure (in t2).

Checking the applicability of each security rule with respect to the access
request is performed using instance checking inference service. In our proposed
algorithm, this service checks whether the triple related to the requested ac-
cess is a member of the relation defined with respect to a security rule or not.
Suppose, in the election system example, the parameters of the access request
(voting in the second round) are 12345, election-sub30, and v2 respectively. In
this case, to check the applicability of the security rule “vote-policy-2nd” to the
access request, the instance checking inference service will be used to check the
satisfiability of vote-policy-2nd(12345,election-sub30,v2,t3).

Generally speaking, if sr, or, and ar are the parameters of the access re-
quest, and (policy-rule)i is the security rule, the access control algorithm will
be performed using the (policy-rule)i(sr,or,ar,t) inference service. If this infer-
ence service returns true, the two following conditions of compatibility between
the security rule and the access request are satisfied:

1. Type Compatibility Condition: The instance checking inference service
returns true, if the three type conditions of (policy-rule)i i.e., (PS/3:SType
PO/3:OType PA/3:AType) are satisfied with respect to the three param-
eters of the access request, (sr,or,ar). The facts related to the types of the
object and access parameters are already in ABox. The facts related to the
type of the subject parameter have been inserted to ABox with respect to
the attached certificates.

2. History Constraint: The instance checking inference service returns true,
if the history constraint in the definition of (policy-rule)i is satisfied w.r.t.
the facts in ABox and parameters of the request.
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Using the above procedure, each access request can be checked against each
policy rule. The algorithm is terminated in one of the two following scenarios:

– An applicable security policy rule to the access request is found; the request
is granted by the access control system.

– None of the security policy rules has the required conditions for granting the
request; the request is rejected by the system.

4 Complexity of the Access Control Algorithm

Full DLRUS , even restricted to atomic formulas, turns out to be undecidable [7].
DLRUS

− is a decidable fragment of DLRUS , in which the temporal operators
are applied only to the concepts and formulas. In other words, in this decidable
fragment, the temporal operators can not be applied to n-ary relations (n�2).
The computational behavior of DLRUS

− can be summarized as follows [7]:

– The logical implication problem in DLRUS
−, when restricted to atomic for-

mulas, is EXPTIME-complete.
– The formula satisfiability problem (and the logical implication) in DLRUS

−

is 2EXSPACE-complete.
– The problem of query containment for non-recursive Datalog queries in

DLRUS
− is decidable in 2EXPTIME and is EXSPACE-hard.

As mentioned before, policy rules are expressed as logical relations in TDLBAC-
2. The only pattern that can not be stated under DLRUS

− constraints is pattern
2, since the temporal operator ♦− is applied to the ternary relation in this
pattern. Therefore, we study the complexity of the access control algorithm
without considering pattern 2. Note that undecidability of the underlying logic
should not be considered as a great weakness for pattern 2. With further research
in this area, decidable algorithms might be found for a larger fragment of DLRUS

that includes such formulae.
The algorithm of access control in TDLBAC-2 in the worst case will include

an instance checking inference service for each security rule. The instance check-
ing inference service can be expressed as the problem of answering (boolean)
conjunctive queries [10]. It is proved in [11] that query answering under DL con-
straints can be reduced to query containment. On the other hand, The problem
of query containment for non-recursive Datalog queries in DLRUS

− is decidable
in 2EXP-TIME and is EXSPACE-hard [7]. Since the problem of query answering
is reducible to the problem of query containment, 2EXP-TIME can be consid-
ered as the upper bound for this problem. In the access control procedure, the
service is performed for all the security rules in the worst case. Since there is a
limited number of security rules, the upper bound of complexity of the algorithm
will remain 2EXP-TIME in the worst case.

Note that we investigated the upper bound of the algorithm based on the known
complexity of inference services. The point of this section is proof of the algorithm
decidability. In future, efficient algorithms and reasoners might be developed for
the logic that can lead to an efficient implementation of TDLBAC-2.
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5 Evaluation and Comparison

TDLBAC [3] and TDLBAC-2 are two access control models based on a temporal
extension of DLs for expressing the history constrained security rules in Semantic
Web. In this section, we compare these two models from different points of view.

5.1 The Applied Logic

The logic used for stating the security policy rules in TDLBAC is T L-ALCF ,
while TDLBAC-2 uses DLRUS . T L-ALCF is an interval-based temporal exten-
sion of the DL ALCF , while DLRUS is a point-based temporal extension of the
DL DLR. One of the advantages of DLRUS over T L-ALCF is its ability to
state n-ary relations (n�2). n-ary relations (n�2) in DLRUS allows us to define
a 3-ary relation for each access and policy rule, instead of defining a concept and
three binary relations as in TDLBAC. Similarly, to store the history of accesses
in HB, one statement is enough for each access. However, in TDLBAC four
statements are registered for each access. It is obvious that stating security rules
and accesses is easier in TDLBAC-2. Moreover, the size of HB in TDLBAC-2
is smaller in comparison to TDLBAC in similar conditions. This can reduce the
problem of size for large history bases. Moreover, it can help the access control
procedure to be more efficient.

5.2 Expressiveness

To compare TDLBAC and TDLBAC-2 from the expressiveness point of view, we
take a look at the ability of TDLBAC to state the patterns used in TDLBAC-2.

TDLBAC is able to state policy rules in pattern 1. However, it is not able
to state policy rules of pattern 2, since there is no operator for stating the
cardinality in the syntax of T L-ALCF . In TDLBAC, it is not also possible to
state policy rules of patterns 3,4, and 5. The reason is the interval based nature
of the temporal part of T L-ALCF . In TDLBAC, for each access, a separate
concept should be defined, and it does not propose a method for decreasing
the ontology size like meta pattern 6. Application of meta pattern 7 is not also
possible using the ¬ operator in TDLBAC.

6 Related Work

Logical ideas and tools have been used since late 90’s by many researchers to
state different kinds of security rules. Kolaczek in [4] employs Deontic Logic
to propose a new formal model for role-based access control. Deontic Logic is
used as a language for specification of security policies, which helps to automate
the implementation of policies. Chae in [5] uses a a modal logic to propose a a
kind of role-based access control model. The novelty of this model is to perform
authorization at the level of classes, instead of individual objects, which leads to
more flexibility in security management.
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The other related works include the works for expressing the security rules based
on the past events. Among those, Chinese Wall Security Policy in [12] and Deeds
system in [13] can be mentioned. These works focus on collecting a selective history
of sensitive access requests and using this information to constrain future access
requests. Abadi in [14] uses a different approach which considers the history of con-
trol transfers, rather than a history of sensitive requests. None of these works con-
siders access control in a semantic-based environment, as well as conceptual-level
policy specification and inference. Bertino in [15] presents a language to express
both static and dynamic authorization constraints as clauses in a logic program.
This work considers the execution history of the workflow for workflow manage-
ment systems. Our schema differs from the above approach in employing a tem-
poral description logic to propose a model suitable for Semantic Web. We also
provide seven patterns for expressing different kinds of history-based policy rules.

With the growth of Semantic Web, access control for these environments have
been extensively investigated. An access control model for a semantic-aware en-
vironment should consider the defined semantic relationships among entities to
infer the authorized accesses from the defined policy rules. Several efforts as in
[1] have been put into designing access control models for semantic-aware envi-
ronments such as Semantic Web. The important novelty of the proposed model
in [1], named SBAC, is reducing semantic relationships (defined as ontologies
in three domains of access control) to subsumption. This approach reduces the
temporal and spatial complexities, and simplifies the authorization propagation.
TSBAC [2] is an extension of the SBAC model [1], which allows expressing the
policies with the constraints on history of users’ accesses. TDLBAC is proposed
in [3] to remove two weaknesses of TSBAC; Restriction to the security policies
in the level of individuals, and Lack of proof theory in the formal language.

TDLBAC tries to improve TSBAC with a logical foundation to take advan-
tage of a logic-based model. In this model, it is possible to state the history-
constrained policy rules in conceptual (ontology) level. TDLBAC is restricted to
a special pattern for stating the policy rules. In this paper, we tried to improve
this work using another temporal extension of DLs for our proposed model.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an access control model based on a temporal descrip-
tion logic, DLRUS , for Semantic Web. The main characteristic of the proposed
model is its ability to express historical constraints in policy specification in
conceptual or ontology level. To show how the model can be used in practice,
seven usage patterns are introduced in the paper. The expressive power of the
proposed model enables it to be used in different applications such as banking
and insurance systems, elections systems, and education systems. The examples
of such usages are presented in this paper after introducing each usage pattern.
The inference ability, which is embedded in the access control procedure of the
proposed model (using the inference services of the underlying logic), enables
it to infer implicit security policies from the explicit ones based on the defined
semantic relationships in the conceptual abstract layer of Semantic Web.
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